For localization and mapping of indoor environments through WiFi signals, locations are often represented as likelihoods of the received signal strength indicator. Different measures are proposed in the literature for determining the similarity of these likelihoods. They are usually evaluated in studies with specific settings. In this work we compare, in a daily-life setting, various measures of distance between such likelihoods in combination with different methods for estimation and representation. In particular, we show that among the considered distance measures the Earth Mover's Distance is the most beneficial for the localization task.
INTRODUCTION
Indoor localization and mapping through WiFi signals has received a lot of interest in research in recent years. This interest has largely been accelerated through the prevalent use of smartphones, as these allow for localization without the need of any specialized additional hardware. Since nowadays WiFi access points (APs) are present in most situations within buildings, no additional infrastructure needs to be installed. One typical method for localization and mapping in this realm is to compare distributions of received signal strength indicators (RSSIs) [13] [14] [15] . An advantage of this method is that the Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than the author(s) must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. MobiQuitous, November 12-14, 2019, Houston, TX, USA © 2019 Copyright held by the owner/author(s). Publication rights licensed to ACM. ACM ISBN 978-1-4503-7283-1/19/11. . . $15.00 https://doi.org /10.1145/3360774.3360780 APs do not need to be modified. Therefore localization and mapping can be performed virtually everywhere.
A difficult problem that frequently arises in such scenarios is to measure the (dis)similarity between two RSSI distributions. This (dis)similarity then is interpreted as a (dis)similarity of locations in the following way: similar distributions belong to nearby locations. Thus, there is a need for a (dis)similarity measure that accurately reflects the degree of separation of two locations. Some techniques were already introduced to provide such a measure: In a special case one does compare the means of RSSI distributions (e.g., through the Euclidean Distance [2] ). Another common approach is to employ the Kullback-Leibler (KL) Divergence [14] . Both methods were proven to work, however, only in supervised learning scenarios. To what extent these results are transferable to an unsupervised setting remains to be investigated. Furthermore, a systematic and comprehensive comparison of diverse distance measures within both settings has not yet been conducted.
Here we step in with a comparison of seven different distance measures for RSSI distributions. In particular, we focus on a deeper investigation of their properties in a real world scenario. For this we consider various representational methods for WiFi observations. Since WiFi signals suffer from strong variance, even when the location is not changed, we especially consider representations through discrete and continuous probability distributions. Additionally, this representation allows for modeling the uncertainty in RSSI observations. In particular, we investigate the applicability of the Earth Mover's Distance [11] and the Bhattacharyya Distance [4] and show their superiority compared to KL Divergence.
We support our theoretical consideration with an experimental study. For this we focus on the following scenario. Pedestrians move indoors with a smartphone following their normal behavior at the work place. Our aim is to infer sets of locations, i.e., we want to recognize from WiFi signals whether some location is revisited or whether a different location is visited. We show that this aim can be achieved without any additional infrastructure at the locations or software installed on the access points. With this study we also show that a deeper understanding of the different distance measures does improve the results of unsupervised machine learning problems.
Our contributions are as follows: (1) To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first thorough study of various measures of distance between RSSI distributions. (2) We describe a simple method to group together RSSI measurements which are made at a single location when a smartphones is not moved. (3) We substantiate our study with a real world office scenario experiment over five days. Our participants in this experiment simply follow their normal behavior, while carrying a smartphone. This is in contrast to research where participants are instructed to walk along predefined paths or to hold their smartphone in a specific way.
RELATED WORK
There are various researched techniques for localization through WiFi. We focus on WiFi fingerprinting techniques for two reasons: First, these techniques are known to perform well in scenarios where walls or other obstacles block direct line-of-sight between the device and APs. Secondly, WiFi fingerprinting does not require access to infrastructure, i.e., there is no need to run special software on the APs and there is no special hardware to be deployed. Additionally, knowledge about AP locations is not required.
The survey [10] gives an overview of methods for WiFi fingerprinting. Supervised WiFi fingerprinting consists of an offline phase, where a database of location-labeled WiFi fingerprints (e.g., signal strength vectors) is built. This is followed by an online phase, where localization of new signal strength measurements is performed by finding the most similar labeled fingerprint. Fingerprinting methods can be categorized into probabilistic and deterministic methods. Probabilistic methods model the distribution of WiFi signal strenghts conditioned on locations. Localization is then achieved through a maximum likelihood approach [19] . Instead of distributions, deterministic methods use sets of signal strength vectors or their centroid to represent locations. The most prominent such method is Radar [2] , which achieves localization through the knearest neighbors algorithm using the Euclidean distance. The authors state that they have experimented with other distance functions, although they do not present results on this. In [14] , the nearest-neighbors scheme is extended to a probabilistic scenario. The authors calculate distances between probability distributions of signal strength or AP visibilities through a symmetrized Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence as a distance measure. The k-nearest neighbors are then weighted through a kernel function of their distance to the query fingerprint. The authors of [14] use the KL-Divergence because it is easy to calculate between multivariate independent distributions. Their approach may profit substantially from employing a different distance measure that does not omit important properties of the distributions, cf. Section 4.3.1.
Manual creation of WiFi fingerprint maps requires effort and prohibits localization in places that have not been mapped in advance. Hence, much attention has been put on lowering the effort. The realm of Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) offers methods which learn a map of the environment, i.e., locations and associated observations, without supervision. These methods, which stem from robotics, have been transferred to pedestrian localization through smartphones and WiFi in [13] . However, the median localization error is greater than 10m. One crucial problem in SLAM is to recognize a previously visited location through the observations (the loop-closure problem). Hence, the notion of distance (between observations) is essential to SLAM algorithms as well and they could profit from a carefully chosen distance measure.
Finally, the work [17] targets the problem of building a topological map. Their idea is to cluster a subset of representative WiFi vectors through K-Means using the metric induced by a p-norm. While they test different values for p and give preliminary explanations of the effects, no other measures are tested or explained.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
We will start by introducing the task and constraints in an informal way. After that we give a formal problem definition and finally, decompose the problem into feasible subproblems.
Task and requirement definition
Our ultimate aim in our research is to compute topological maps from signal strength measurements of WiFi access points (APs). The measurements for this should be made passively through people carrying smartphones while they follow their normal behaviour. A topological map should reflect which physical locations exist and how these locations are related to each other. In this paper, we focus on the recognition and discrimination of distinct physical locations through measured WiFi signal strengths. Physical locations can, for example, be a kitchen where people brew coffee or a canteen where people have lunch. In a more fine-grained scenario, physical locations could refer to the ε-neighborhood of points in a floor plan. In our experiments we will, however, only consider the case where locations are defined on the room level.
We pose the following constraints on a solution for this task:
(1) Independent: Our method should work without any additional infrastructure at the physical locations. (2) Automatic: Our method should not require a specific user behaviour (as for example, keeping the smartphone in the hand pointing into the walking direction). (3) Effortless: No user interaction or manual place annotation should be needed. (4) Lightweight: We aim at a lightweight approach, i.e., few data should be needed and, following the notion of Occam's razor, the model complexity should be low.
In this work we consider a scenario where a set of distinct physical locations should be recognized from a set of WiFi measurements. In addition to that we want to assign these measurements to physical locations in order to perform device localization. This should be achieved without the help of any ground truth, i.e., through an unsupervised method. To discriminate sets of measurements, one needs, first, a representation of the measurements (often called a fingerprint of a location), and secondly, a measure of dissimilarity or distance between the representations. In supervised localization, RSSI measurements are often represented as vectors where each component denotes the RSSI of a specific access point measured at a point in time [2] . We, however, only consider representations through probability distributions of RSSI values. These distributions will be conditioned on locations. Hence, we call those conditional distributions RSSI likelihoods. The reason for considering RSSI likelihoods is that single RSSI measurements have strong random fluctuations, even when the location is stable. A probability distribution can represent these fluctuations. Additionally, probability distributions naturally allow for further inferences, e.g., localization of previously unseen measurements through maximum likelihood or determining a confidence of being at some location (which is the reason for choosing the name RSSI likelihoods). We consider several methods to estimate and represent RSSI likelihoods and various measures of distance between them. While some authors consider a distance measure as a synonym for a metric, we consider in this work a more general notion. Definition 3.1 (Distance measure on X). A distance measure on a set X is a function d : X × X → R ≥0 such that for all a, b ∈ X we have a = b =⇒ d(a, b) = 0.
Nonetheless, we will require that a distance measure gives an interpretation of dissimilarity, where a higher distance means a higher dissimilarity. Our aim is to find the best combination of likelihood estimation and distance measure, such that calculated distances between RSSI likelihoods reflect distances between the physical locations appropriately. To evaluate particular combinations we consider first, properties of the distance measure, secondly, discriminative strength, thirdly, correlations with L 2 distances in a floor plan. We evaluate the latter two through a real-world experiment.
Formal Problem Definition
Our input data consists of timestamped WiFi observations made by devices, e.g., smartphones, which we identify with a person carrying it. A WiFi observation is the received signal strength indicator (RSSI) measured by a device from an AP. We use RSSI measurements, because of the relation between signal strengths and physical distances to APs. Each AP is uniquely identified through a basic service set identifier (BSSID). We requireĽ ⊆ W × W to be an equivalence relation (i.e., reflexive, symmetric and transitive) which reflects the true association between observations and physical locations, i.e., we suppose the existence of some ground truth for distinct or equal physical locations in the WiFi observations. This requires that for all (t, d, b 1 , r 1 ) ∈ W , (t, d, b 2 , r 2 ) ∈ W there holds ((t, d, b 1 , r 1 ), (t, d, b 2 , r 2 )) ∈Ľ, i.e., a device cannot be at different locations at the same time. The equivalence relationĽ gives rise to a partition on the base set W . We obtain fromĽ the partitionP
Our aim is to compute a partition P of W which approximatesP. Problem 1 (Location Identification). For a given WiFi data set W and an unknown partitionP, find a partition P of W such that an error function E(P,P) is low.
LetL be the equivalence relation related to the partition P,
The elements of P, representable by [o]L, are called the observed locations, as opposed to the physical locations. Using this we denote by L d,t
[t, d, b, r ]L ∈ W /L the location of device d at time t. The formulation of Problem 1 using partitions reflects our presumed notion of solving location identification problems through clustering. This constitutes our ultimate goal. However, in this work we focus on a simpler variant of this task. By lifting the restriction of computing a partition in favor of computing a family of sets, we may employ other approaches to the problem. This relaxation comes with the price of losing the strong connection between partitions and equivalence relations. Hence, we fall back to an approximation of the true location relation by some relation L on W . Problem 2 (Location Discrimination). For a WiFi data set W and an unknown equivalence relationĽ, compute L ⊆ W × W such that an error functionÊ(L,Ľ) is low.
We will approach Problem 2 through introducing a distance measure d on W . For this we suppose we can find for any approximation
Problem Decomposition
Finding out which WiFi observations belong to the same location in a data set is a difficult problem due to sensor differences across devices, measurement noise and signal disturbances through objects, walls and multi-path effects. We will therefore decompose Problem 2 into two easier problems. First, we restrict our investigation to the problem where |D| = 1. Hence, we restrict the WiFi data set to a particular device d and denote its WiFi data set by W d ⊆ W . Secondly, we will exploit detecting the stationarity of a device (i.e., a device not in movement). Observations made during an interval of stationarity can be assigned to one single location. The recognition of such intervals poses an additional problem. Deciding stationarity or movement (possibly changing locations) will be done through acceleration sensor data, since acceleration leads to movement and commonly smartphones possess an acceleration sensor. Acceleration typically is measured along three axes, which can be denoted as a vector. We calculate the norm of the vector, because it is invariant to the rotation of a device, therefore not requiring a specific user behaviour of holding the smartphone. Definition 3.3 (Acceleration data set). An acceleration data set is a relation A ⊂ N × D × R. We call (t, d, a) ∈ A an acceleration observation. The value a denotes the Euclidean norm of an acceleration vector a = (a x , a y , a z ) T ∈ R 3 measured by device d at timestamp t.
Problem 3 (Motion Mode Segmentation)
. For a device d in a WiFi data set, find a segmentation of time σ d = (t 0 , t 1 , ..., t n ) such that d is stationary in the interval [t i , t i+1 ) if i is even and in movement if i is odd. Such an interval is called a (motion) segment and two consecutive segments alternate between stationarity and movement.
From a motion mode segmentation, we infer that all of the device's WiFi observations made in a stationary segment belong to the same location. We use the segmentation to further restrict W d to the data where d is stationary, i.e., to the intervals [t i , t i+1 ) from σ d where i is even. Our disjoint sets of observations, to which we apply our distance measure, will be constructed by
We will call these sets stationary WiFi segments or simply WiFi segments.
METHOD
Our method, as depicted in Figure 1 , works as follows: First, we perform motion mode segmentation based on the acceleration data. We then estimate the RSSI likelihood for each stationary WiFi segment. In particular we investigate on several methods to estimate the likelihood based on discrete and continuous probability distributions. To quantify dissimilarities between the likelihoods, we calculate their pairwise distances through a distance measure. We will present an additional step location discrimination Section 5. 
Motion Mode Segmentation
Motion mode segmentation is done in a bottom-up-approach consisting of two parts. First, we represent the acceleration data of a device as a time series {a t } t ∈N and classify short time intervals as either movement or stationarity. We do this by applying a sliding window to the series, calculating a window function and thresholding it for classification. As a window function, we used the energy [8] . However, utilizing the sample variance gave similar results. We determined a decision threshold through a decision tree. This method achieved about 96% accuracy in a 10-fold crossvalidation on a small balanced activity recognition data set. Secondly, we aggregate consecutive windows from the same class. This gives us the final motion mode segmentation, i.e., an n-tuple of the timestamps where modes of movement start and end.
Segment Representation
We assume that the true likelihoods are unique and thus we can recognize and distinguish locations through the dissimilarities between likelihood estimates made from WiFi observations. Formally, we assume there is a conditional probability distribution p(r 1 , r 2 , ..., r m | L d,t ) for each location L d,t where r k is a random variable for the RSSI measured from access point b k . This conditional distribution is the presumed true likelihood of observing a combination of RSSI values given the location. We make the assumption that given a location, the signal strenghts of different access points are conditionally independent. Thus, their conditional joint distribution can be factorized as follows:
This assumption has been frequently made for representing RSSI likelihoods in previous research (e.g., in [19] ). However, there are some arguments against it. For example, different rotations of the person carrying a device cause signals from varying directions being damped by the body. Clearly, if a different rotation is not considered as a different location, then there is some dependence between signals. Furthermore, we implicitly assume that the distribution is independent of time, while in reality this clearly is not the case. As an example, a change in the environment can change the signal distribution. However, we assume that our approximation in combination with a distance measure is close enough to rerecognize locations in reasonably short time spans and robust enough for small changes in the environment or rotations of the body. We consider the WiFi observations made during a stationary segment as samples from the underlying distribution. Thus, for each stationary WiFi segment W d,i ⊆ W d with samples from the interval [t i , t i+1 ), we calculate an estimatep i of the underlying true likelihood p i . In Equation (1) we assume that the conditional joint distribution of the RSSI values is a product of the RSSI likelihoods of each single AP. Therefore we introduce methods for estimating the factors in Equation (1), i.e., the RSSI likelihoods for single APs.
Representation through a Probability Mass Function. We frst consider estimating the RSSI likelihood of an AP as a discrete probability mass function (PMF). Hence, to each possible RSSI-value we assign the probability mass of its relative frequency. With our WiFi data set this can be done through counting the RSSI values, which are given as integers. Formally, letW k
device's measurements of the signal strengths received from access point b k during the segment [t i , t i+1 ). We estimate the probability of receiving a signal strength of r ′ from access point b k given the location L d,t of the segment [t i , t i+1 ) as follows:
, no observations are made for b k during the segment, we assign the full probability mass of 1 to an RSSI of −100. This is slightly lower than the lowest value we observed in any experiment. Thus we model the case of an invisible access point as observing a very low signal strength. This ensures valid probability distributions for all APs, even when no values were observed. Additionally, this representation is useful for calculating distances. If an AP is visible in one WiFi segment and invisible in another this will increase the distance between their RSSI likelihoods.
Representation through a Normal Distribution. This estimation is based on the assumption that the true RSSI likelihoods are normally distributed. We thus estimatep i bŷ
whereμ i andσ 2 d are the sample mean and sample variance of the RSSI values of one AP in a WiFi segment. Formally, let R k
Representation through Kernel Density Estimation (KDE). This technique estimates a continuous probability density function (PDF) from a given set of samples of an underlying distribution. We explain KDE for the univariate case here. Let {x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x n } be a set of samples from a univariate, continuous random variable X . Then the kernel density estimatep of the PDF of X iŝ
where k is called a kernel (function) and subject to k(x) ≥ 0 and ∫ ∞ −∞ k(x)dx = 1. The parameter h ∈ R >0 is the bandwidth of the kernel. A higher bandwith leads to a smoother probability density.
In our experiments, we use the Gaussian kernel, which leads to the probability density estimate being a mixture of n Gaussians with standard deviation h and means located at the sample locations x i :
Laplace Smoothing. Some of the considered distance measures, which we will introduce in the next section, cannot handle zero probabilities. As an example, the symmetrized Kullback Leibler (KL) divergence is undefined when p(x) or q(x) is zero for an outcome of a random variable x. The Bhattacharyya distance is undefined when BC(p, q) = 0, i.e., when the distributions p and q do not overlap. This is because the logarithm of zero is undefined and goes to negative infinity as x goes to 0. This problem does not occur when RSSI likelihoods are estimated through a normal distribution or through KDE with a Gaussian kernel, since all densities are then strictly positive. However, when a discrete PMF is employed, we apply Laplace smoothing to compensate for this problem, i.e., we add a small constant to each probability and normalize the probabilities such that their sum is one. This procedure is justifiable through Cromwell's rule [16] , which states that one should never assume a zero probabilitiy of an outcome of a random variable, if one cannot be absolutely sure that it will never occur. Certainly, we cannot infer from a missing measurement of a particular RSSI value that its corresponding probability at a location is zero. In fact it is very likely that we will observe some different RSSI values, especially when we estimate likelihoods from few samples. Zero probabilities also could easily break further inferences, e.g., location estimation through maximum likelihood, since the product of the likelihoods of an observed RSSI vector would become zero, when the likelihood of an RSSI value is zero at a location just for one single AP.
Modelling Probabilities of AP Invisibilities. For a (smartphone) device scanning all WiFi channels in the 2.4 GHz and 5GHz band takes about three seconds in practice. Hence, only one RSSI value per AP can be measured during such a scan. We may therefore obtain sometimes too few samples in cases where (stationary) segments are short. Also, in practice, many of the RSSI values will be overlooked by the (smartphone) device during a scan, i.e., the AP will be invisible to the scanning device. The probability of observing or missing an RSSI value is a distinct feature of a location by itself and therefore provides further useful information for characterizing locations. Approximately, the probability of AP invisibility is decreasing with increasing signal strength of the AP. We model this probability by extending our WiFi data set through pseudo-observations of −100 RSSI values for all APs that were not observed at a recorded timestamp. Formally, for every distinct pair of timestamp and device
Then we proceed as before to estimate likelihoods, where the probabilitiy of a −100 RSSI now models the probability of AP invisibility at a location, even when some RSSI values were observed from it.
Comparison. There are several advantages and disadvantages of the presented likelihood representations. An advantage of using both the normal distribution and the kernel density estimation is that similar probabilities are also assigned to values close to the observed RSSI values. Often it can be the case that a specific RSSI value does not occur in a sample by chance. If only relative frequencies are considered, this leads to a zero probability estimate. However, it is often more appropriate to assume that outcomes close to the observed values can occur with similar probability. As an example, take the case where the RSSI values -70 and -68 have been observed several times during a segment but never the value -69. A disadvantage of representing segments through a continuous PDF is that assumptions have to be made about the distributions. If a certain distribution is fit to the data, one has to make an assumption about what the underlying distribution of the data is. For RSSI likelihoods, the normality assumption has often been made in literature [15] . In experiments related to the ones presented in Section 5 we experienced cases where a smartphone lying around at the same position often had regular down peaks for a strong AP. This means the RSSI was nearly constant for longer intervals and would not negligible often decrease by approximately 10dBm for short intervals. The resulting distribution of the measurements therefore has two modi and is not normally distributed.
If kernel density estimation is employed, arbitrary distributions can be approximated [5] . However, one has to select a bandwidth parameter, which determines how much probability is assigned to the outcomes close to the observations. Choosing a suitable bandwidth parameter is then a task by itself. Another disadvantage of a continuous PDF is that calculations can become computationally more expensive, since summation becomes integration. To compute the density at some point we need to evaluate the kernel function for every distinct sample, whenever kernel density estimation is used. Therefore KDE has additional computational costs.
Distance Calculation Between Segments
There exists a wide variety of distance measures between probability distributions. We denote the PDF or PMF of a distribution through small letters p and q and the cumulative distribution functions (CDF) through big letters P and Q. We then consider the distance measures listed in Table 1 .
Since our full joint distributions are high-dimensional (i.e., multivariate), computations for many of these distance measures become intractable due to the increasing computational complexity of the quadrature. Others, e.g., the Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance (which is actually a test statistic), cannot easily be extended to the multivariate case. Therefore we calculate distances between the univariate RSSI likelihoods of single APs and take the sum over all APs (i.e., also those that are invisible). Since all distances are positive, this is the same as calculating the L 1 -norm. In the case of the KL divergence it can be shown that if the univariate distributions are independent, this sum is the KL divergence of the joint distributions [14] . To our knowledge the same does not hold for the other distance measures with exception of the symmetrized KL divergence. However, we think that it is reasonable to increase the total distance proportionally with every AP distance. For comparison we also calculate the L 2 -norm, which in turn puts more weight on larger distances. Our distance measure between two multivariate Table 1 : Distance measures between probability distributions and their properties. Note that the Bhattacharyya coefficient is not a distance but a similarity measure and crucial for the definitions of the Hellinger distance and the Bhattacharyya distance. We included KL divergence for a similar reason. By Id. of indiscernibles we denote the property d(x, y) = 0 ⇐⇒ x = y.
Name
Equation I d . o f I n d i s c e r n i b l e s S y m m e t r y T r i a n g l e I n e q u a l i t y KL Divergence (KLD) [14] K
signal strength distributions p and q is therefore defined as follows:
where p(r k ) and q(r k ) are the univariate signal strength distributions of AP b k and d is an arbitrary distance measure chosen from Table 1 . We would like to note that, if the used distance measure between single APs is a bounded metric, then also our distance measure d ℓ is a metric. Also note that APs invisible in both segments, i.e., both compared distributions, can be omitted to compute Equation (2). This follows from Definition 3.1. We selected the presented distance measures in Table 1 from literature. To the best of our knowledge, from these only the KL Divergence and the absolute difference of means (ADM) have been used before in the context of WiFi localization [2, 14] . We now explain each distance measure in detail and discuss its applicability to WiFi localization.
KL Divergence Based Measures.
The KL Divergence is the most well-known distance measure between probability distributions. The KL Divergence is often used to approximate a true distribution p through a parameterized distribution q. A key property of KL divergence is that it is only defined, for two distributions p and q, when for all outcomes x there holds p(x) 0 and q(x) 0. KL Divergence is not symmetric. For many applications, symmetry is a desired property for a distance measure. Therefore, Symmetrized KL Divergence (SKLD), calculated as the sum between KL(p ∥ q) and KL(q ∥ p), has been proposed for WiFi localization in [14] . However, also this measure is undefined whenever supp(p) supp(q), i.e., p(x) = 0 ∧ q(x) 0 or p(x) 0 ∧ q(x) = 0 for any outcome x. The Jenssen Shannon Divergence (JSD) therefore symmetrizes the KL Divergence through a third distribution m := p+q 2 , which is the average of the two input distributions. This distance can always be calculated between two distributions. The outcomes x simply have to be confined to those where p(x) 0 ∧ q(x) 0.
The work [14] suggests using the symmetrized KL divergence for localization. However, this measure has two disadvantages for the comparison of RSSI likelihoods: First of all, it is not a metric, because the triangle inequality is not required. Distances between physical locations, viewed as points in R 2 or R 3 , follow the triangle inequality. Therefore using a metric to compare location representations is more consistent with our view of the physical world.
Secondly, consider the case where two distributions do not overlap and there is a gap between them. Then symmetrized KL divergence reaches its maximum value. However, the distance does not increase further when the gap between the distributions becomes larger. In the case of RSSI likelihoods it is reasonable to assume that locations are farther away from each other when the gap between RSSI likelihoods becomes larger.
Bhattacharyya Coefficient (BC) Based
Measures. The BC is a similarity measure between probability distributions. It reaches its maximum 1 when p = q and its minimum 0 when we have, for all outcomes x, that p(x) = 0 ∨ q(x) = 0, i.e., when the distributions do not overlap. The Bhattacharyya Distance (BD) converts the coefficient to a distance through the negative logarithm. However, it diverges to ∞ when the BC approaches zero. Hence, it is impossible to differentiate between different cases where distributions do not overlap. In contrast, the Hellinger Distance (HD), also based on BC, does not exhibit the divergence property and is a metric.
Kolmogorov-Smirnov Distance (KSD).
The KS test is a statistic, which we interpret as a distance in this context. It measures the maximum absolute difference between the cumulative distribution functions P(x) := p(X ≤ x) and Q(x) := q(X ≤ x) of two univariate probability distributions p and q. The KS test can be applied to test whether two samples have the same underlying distribution. Therefore we consider it applicable to our scenario. In our case, we test whether two RSSI samples have the same underlying distribution or not in order to recognize or distinguish locations. The larger its value the less likely it is that the two samples stem from the same location. The maximum 1 of this test statistic is reached, when the distributions do not overlap. Its minimum 0 is reached when p = q.
Earth Mover's Distance. The Earth Mover's Distance (EMD) between two univariate probability distributions can be calculated
similarly to the Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance. However, instead of the maximum, one takes the sum (or integral) of the absolute differences between the cumulative distribution functions. The Earth Mover's Distance is a special case of the Wasserstein Metric and the solution of a transport problem. This problem can be formulated as moving every unit of "earth" from "pile" p to "pile" q. The cost of a solution to this problem is defined as the sum of all the distances moved. The cost of an optimal solution is the EMD. The Earth Mover's distance has two advantages for comparing RSSI likelihoods: First of all, it is a metric. Secondly, it becomes larger, the larger the gap between two distributions is. Thus it captures a lot more information about how different two distributions are. This is especially the case, when the two distributions do not overlap.
Absolute Difference of Means (ADM).
Next to the measures based on probability distributions we include a distance that is based only on their expected values. In particular, the absolute difference of means is a distance that, combined over all APs, results in computing the Manhattan or Euclidean distance between the average RSSI vectors of two segments. This distance is not a metric on probability distributions, since different distributions can have the same mean. Nonetheless, it is a metric on the expected values.
EXPERIMENTS
To test our method, we conducted an experiment at our group located in Kassel, Germany. We collected data for five days during work time. Each participant was instructed to carry a smartphone with her as well as an RFID badge clipped to the chest [7] . We recorded WiFi and acceleration data on each smartphone using the Sensor Data Collection Framework [1] (SDCF) for the Android operating system. The RFIDs were used to collect ground truth data. For this we installed stationary RFID badges of the same kind at several physical locations we considered important. These locations are the desks of participants, which were located in different rooms, our coffee kitchen and a table soccer. The idea here is that whenever two persons meet we can register a contact using the RFID badges. This encounter would be recorded by RFID readers installed in the rooms of our institute and sent to our servers. The same is true for an encounter of a person with the afore mentioned desks, kitchen or table soccer. More technically, a contact occurs, when two RFIDs are within a distance of approximately 1.5 meters. Since human bodies block the signal, a contact only occurs when a person's chest points roughly towards another RFID. Participants were additionally instructed to fill in manual logs about their locations and activities, which can be used for plausibility tests. In total, eight people took part in the experiment. To ensure device heterogeneity, we used several different smartphone models, as depicted in Table 2 . One of the participants carried two smartphones. The participants did not receive any specific instructions about where to keep the smartphones, except from carrying them with them. In practice, devices were mostly kept in the pocket, lying on the desk of participants while working at their computers or when charging batteries, and sometimes held in their hands, e.g., while walking around. As for WiFi access points, to make the experiment as realistic as possible, we did not install any additional APs but used only those which were already present. Figure 4 to the bottom shows a floor plan with the locations of these APs together with GT-I9195  Y  N  2 LG Nexus 4  Y  Y  3 LG
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Samsung GT-I9001 N N RFID locations. On average we counted about 10 visible APs per measurement. Inside our offices, four APs were present and only two of them directly in rooms considered to be "locations" in our ground truth. Other visible APs were either from outside, from another part of the building, or from a floor below. Some smartphone models could not reliably record data over longer periods of time. Some minutes after starting the data collection process it was unintentionally stopped. We suspect this problem occurs due to vendor specific battery saving measures integrated into the operating system. For other participants, we could not collect much data because they were mostly not present at our group during the experiment or the batteries of their devices did not last long enough. In total, we collected about 1.38 Million WiFi observations adding up to roughly 247 observation hours. From this we used data from four devices in the evaluation. This results in about 40 hours on average per device.
WiFi Data Preprocessing
In some cases RSSIs from mobile APs, e.g., hotspots raised by mobile phones themselves, are observed. Since these APs are likely to change their location, we ignore observations from them, i.e., remove them from the WiFi data set. These APs are often recognizable through their Service Set Identifier (SSID), i.e., the name of the WiFi network. Examples of such APs are Tim's iPhone, AndroidHotspot or Porsche. Due to a parking lot next to our building, many of such car hotspots appeared in our recordings. We remove mobile APs through a manually crafted blacklist of SSID-prefixes and postfixes. However, we observed that the relative amount of such recordings was comparably low. Hence, their negative influence on localization is negligible and often mitigated through other APs, even if some mobile hotspots are overlooked. As a final preprocessing step, we only include stationary WiFi segments with a minimum duration of ten seconds in our analysis. Our reasoning here is that shorter durations contain too few samples to estimate RSSI likelihoods.
Ground Truth Preprocessing
Ground truth data from RFIDs is sparse. As addressed before, a person's spatial orientation can lead to a (human) body blocking the RFID signal. Additionally, objects interfering with the RFID frequency band do block or damp signals. We therefore enhance our ground truth in two ways: First, we make use of the symmetry of contacts. If an RFID badge a receives a contact signal sent from an RFID badge b, we enhance our data by adding a pseudo contact signal received by b from a. Secondly, we aggregate contacts, which Figure 2 : Normalized histograms of calculated distances for HTC One X+. The left histograms in both plots depict distances between segments from the same location, the right histograms those between different locations. Likelihoods were estimated through PMF and invisible APs included.
were initially recorded at distinct timestamps, to time intervals. We assume that, for two fixed badges, if the timestamp difference between two contacts is lower than a given threshold, then there has been a contact for the whole interval duration. As a threshold we use the difference of one minute. We chose this value based on the comparison of RFID data to the manual logs of the participants. However, there is a trade-off between correctness and availability of ground truth. While a too big interval threshold can introduce errors to the ground truth, a too small one leads to sparser data.
Discriminative Evaluation
One aim of using a distance measure on RSSI likelihoods is to find out whether two sets of observations were made at the same physical location. This task can be treated as a binary classification problem. Based on this we developed the following evaluation scheme:
We represent each set of observations made at one day in one room as a signal strength distribution as introduced in Section 4.2. Using this we calculate the distances between all possible pairs of signal distributions from the same room and from different rooms. Figure 2 shows histograms of calculated distance values. The left histograms in each plot contain distances calculated between the same room. The histograms to the right depict distances calculated between different rooms. The lower the overlap between the histograms, the more capable our distance measure is of discriminating rooms. Let us now consider a binary classifier which discriminates the same from different locations by thresholding (see Section 3.2) on the distance measure d ℓ from Equation (2)
In this equation Θ is the Heaviside step function which returns zero if its argument is smaller than zero, and one otherwise. The value τ is a threshold. Hence, our classifier returns one if the distance between the two input likelihoods is not smaller than τ . Semantically one is interpreted as the likelihoods stemming from different locations. On different levels of τ , we calculate the true positive rate by tpr tp/(tp + f n) and false positive rate by f pr f p/(f p + tn) of this classification function on our WiFi data set. In this tp and f p denote the number of true positives and false positives, and tn and f n the number of true negatives and false negatives. We then calculate the area under the ROC curve (AUC) to evaluate our distance measure. AUC can be interpreted as the probability of ranking a random positive sample higher than a random negative sample [9] . In our case this is the probability of assigning a higher distance to a random pair of segments from different locations than to a pair of segments from the same location. The results are shown in Figure 3 (right).
Evaluation of Correlations
To evaluate how adequately the considered distance measures capture distances between physical locations, we proceed as follows: For the ground truth locations, we determine the position of tags in a floor plan and measure their pairwise distances. We calculate the Pearson correlation coefficient, Spearman's rank correlation coefficient and Kendall's tau between calculated and floor plan distances. The Pearson correlation coefficient measures the degree of linear relationship between two variables. Our ratio is that a perfect distance measure would provide perfect linear correlation with floor plan distances. Spearman's rank correlation coefficient measures the monotonic relationship between variables. In our case this means how well the ranking of the calculated distances matches the ranking of the floor plan distances. Kendall's tau is a different way to calculate the rank correlation and thus expresses a similar measure. Our example in Figure 3 shows a result from our experiment where these correlations are captured for a particular distance measure. In this case a strong correlation can be observed.
Visual Evaluation
We use multidimensional scaling (MDS) to layout WiFi segments in R 2 . This method receives a pairwise distance matrix as input and determines coordinates in R n for a given n such that the distances are preserved optimally. Our ratio here is that the result retains at least topological relations between locations, i.e., segments from the same location should be kept close together. We show an exemplary result of this procedure in Figure 4 , where we use the Manhattan distance between expected values. The results for other participants are similar.
The results indicate that indeed topological structures are retained through our method. We recognize six main clusters, not all of which are annotated through ground truth data. The ground truth is as follows: 0-desk, 5-desk in neighbored room, 3-table soccer, 2-kitchen, 1-desk near the kitchen and 4-table directly next to the kitchen. The other three clusters could be identified from our manual logs as a bathroom, the canteen and a food store located next to our building. For the annotated locations, topological relations were mostly retained, i.e., the office labeled by 0 is indeed halfway in between the other two locations. However, this does not hold for the relations between the three unlabeled locations. These locations are located so far away from each other that they do not have any APs in common. There are specific areas, where locations are hardly distinguishable through WiFi signals alone. We attribute this to little AP coverage and thin walls, since we also found these difficulties in our related supervised localization experiments.
Discussion
We calculated ROC curves and correlations for the four used smartphones and all distance measures in all kinds of combinations of modelling likelihoods and including AP invisibilities in the distributions or not. In total, we consider seven distance measures, each with L 1 norm and L 2 norm. We have three ways of modelling distributions and two possibilities for counting invisible APs or not counting them. Altogether we have 84 combinations of calculating distances for each smartphone and therefore 336 · 4 performance measures to compare. Due to limited space we may only sum up our main findings. All evaluation results and WiFi data sets are available from our web page (https://kde.cs.uni-kassel.de/datasets).
In the results we observed in general, that measures with better AUC implied better correlations with floorplan distances. Similarly, when one correlation was stronger, the other correlations were stronger. We addressed this partially in Section 5.4. Figure 5 shows summary statistics of the calculated AUC values for various distance measures given for an exemplary device. The results of the other devices were similar. A surprising result to us is that simple absolute distances between expected values of the distributions often gave the best performance. Our actual intuition was that a measure, which does not consider the subtle differences between distributions, could not capture these distances well. Therefore, our actual intention was to include this measure as a baseline. Another surprising result is that EMD often gave almost the same results as the absolute distance between the means and therefore performed about equally well. This can be explained as follows: Consider two univariate CDFs. For EMD, we calculate the area between both curves. Now consider the case where each CDF jumps from zero to one in a small interval where the measured RSSI-values are located. Let the positions of these intervals be located far away from each other. Then the area between both curves is approximately proportionate to the distance between those small intervals. Therefore, in such a case EMD is dominated by the absolute difference of the mean RSSI values.
Distance Measures.
We expected EMD to perform well because of its properties, e.g., it fulfills the triangle inequality. Therefore, it coincides with our intuition that there cannot be any shortcut to the direct path between two locations over a third location. It also incorporates the distance between non-overlapping distributions and provides smoothing through the CDF. Hence, the calculated distances are stable across different likelihood estimations, which also can be attributed to its relation to the ADM. An advantage of this measure is that it already gives good results with a likelihood representation obtained through a simple counting of RSSI values. Theoretical considerations suggest an advantage of EMD over the absolute differences between means: EMD can capture subtle differences between close distributions. For more distant distributions it gives similar results to the distances between means, which, as our results show, is beneficial to the localization task. Concerning the other distance measures, we observed specific settings, where similar or slightly better results could be achieved for particular smartphones. However, these measures are considerably more sensitive to the likelihood estimation and the norm. We think that stability, and therefore reliability of the distance measure, should be preferred. 5.6.2 Euclidean Norm vs. Manhattan Norm. Almost all distance measures profited from calculating the L 2 norm instead of the L 1 norm. In particular, ROC curves of worse performing distance measures improved. However, well performing measures improved only slightly, or did perform weaker. An explanation for this is that through the Euclidean norm our distance measure becomes more sensitive to individual greater distances between the univariate distributions. Those distance measures that are bounded by a maximum value (i.e., where the distributions do not overlap) and do not differentiate between larger or smaller gaps between the distributions therefore profit from the L 2 norm. 5.6.3 Likelihood Estimation and Modelling AP Invisibility. KDE in general worked better than using a PMF. We attribute this to the smoother distributions obtained. Therefore likelihood estimation is more robust to the effects of random sampling. Normal distributions gave the lowest performance in our experiments. From a theoretical point of view, it makes little sense to estimate a normal distribution when AP invisibility should be modeled. This is because such distributions would need to be multimodal. Representing AP invisibility in the distributions gave strong improvements in most cases, especially in combination with KDE. In [14] , localization is achieved only through modelling the multinomials of AP visibilities. We think that representing both, AP invisibilities and RSSI values, is a strong method for location discrimination.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this work we studied various distance measures and representations of WiFi observations. After our investigation we are able to provide the following rules of thumb as recommendations for measuring dissimilarities between RSSI likelihoods: As it turned, applying kernel density estimation for the likelihoods is the method of choice. Also, one should include AP invisibility into the modeling. Finally, the Earth Mover's Distance can deliver subtle differences for close distributions as well as stable differences for far distributions.
We also unraveled several limitations of our approach. Since all of our observations were measured on the same floor of the building, the results may not be transferable to three dimensional scenarios. However, we believe that the effect of floors and ceilings between vertically stacked rooms is similar to the effect of walls between neighbored rooms. This should be verified in future work. The employed approach for motion mode segmentation may fail whenever artificial acceleration patterns appear, e.g., using an elevator. Nonetheless, using a more elaborate activity recognition system (e.g., [18] ) would be able to improve this situation. Concluding we would like to stress that our ultimate goal is beyond a localization through distances alone. We rather consider our investigation of distance measures as a building block for more complex localization techniques. Hence, we investigated in this work the properties of this building block. These techniques may not necessarily depend on WiFi. While we were aiming in this work at clustering WiFi distributions, we are convinced our results can be transferred to other scenarios. For example, they may be also applicable in localization scenarios employing Bluetooth low energy (BLE) beacons.
